Marketing Management and Strategy, Peter Doyle, Philip Stern, Pearson Education, 2006, 0273693980, 9780273693987, 446 pages. Marketing Management and Strategy is a concise and practical management guide to the latest ideas in advanced Marketing and Strategy. The authors show how to develop a marketing orientation in the organisation and how this impacts on the ultimate corporate goals of profit, growth and security. They then examine how marketing strategies are developed and implemented through effective product, pricing, distribution, communication and services. This is a core text for MBA Marketing Management course and for university short courses for executives. This will also be suitable for any undergraduates or postgraduates on marketing strategy courses.
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Marketing Management, Geoffrey Lancaster, Lester Massingham, 2001, Marketing, 542 pages. The new edition of this established text provides students with a straightforward exposition of key marketing
management concepts..

Essentials of Marketing, Jim Blythe, 2005, Business & Economics, 354 pages. Looking for a concise, clear, jargon-free book on marketing? Go no further. Jim Blythe's Essentials of Marketing, 3e is an ideal text for students new to marketing, students on ....

Strategic Marketing Management, Robert J. Dolan, 1991, Business & Economics, 656 pages. This text for marketing management covers basic concepts and emerging issues through readings by leading academics and practitioners. Vital issues for the 1990s are explored ....

Marketing Strategy The Challenge of the External Environment, David Mercer, Jun 18, 1998, Business & Economics, 325 pages. Marketing Strategy is a unique introduction to marketing strategy development. The volume adds future studies methodology to traditional methods of environmental analysis, and ....
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Marketing Strategy and Management Second Edition, Michael J. Baker, May 15, 2007, Business & Economics, 577 pages. 'Marketing Strategy and Management' retains the traditional functional approach to marketing but incorporates research and topical examples and cases to encourage students to ....
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